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Abstract

Monitoring continuous queries over distributed
data sources typically requires replicating data
continuously at a central location for query moni-
toring, incurring significant communication over-
head when source data is updated. We pro-
pose a new technique that reduces communi-
cation overhead by usingapproximate caching.
Our approach enables users to register continuous
queries withprecision constraints. The system
caches approximate data values with just enough
accuracy to meet the precision constraints of all
registered continuous queries at all times, while
dynamically and adaptively allocating impreci-
sion among cached values using an algorithm that
minimizes data refreshes. Through experimental
simulation over synthetic and real-world data, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
reducing communication costs significantly com-
pared with other approaches. Most importantly,
we show that our algorithm enables users to trade
precision for communication cost at a fine granu-
larity by individually adjusting the precision con-
straints of continuous queries in a large multi-
query workload, a feature that no known previous
algorithm can provide.

1 Introduction

Continuous queriesare used to monitor data as it changes
over time,e.g., [BW01, CDTW00, LPT99]. A system for
processing continuous queries (CQ’s) is expected to supply
current query answers to users at all times, or alternatively
be prepared to provide current answers on demand, without
significant delay. To process CQ’s that span distributed data
sources, a system typically replicates data continuously at
a central location for query monitoring [CDTW00], incur-
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ring significant communication overhead. We offer an ef-
fective method for reducing communication costs, taking
advantage of the fact that many applications do not require
exact consistency for their continuous queries—examples
are discussed below. Instead of storingstale(out of date)
copies of remote source data, our system storesapproxi-
matecopies [DKP+01, OLW01, OW00, YV00a]. Cached
approximate values provide guaranteed bounds on the ac-
curacy of continuous query results at any point in time.
(Such guarantees cannot be provided by stale copies ex-
cept under special conditions where data change rates are
highly predictable.) Furthermore, through quantitativepre-
cision constraintssupplied with continuous queries, users
are offered fine-grained control over the tradeoff between
precision and communication performance. Our system is
called TRAPP/CQ, forTradeoff in Replication Precision
and Performance for Continuous Queries. (In Section 2
we place the contribution of this paper in the context of our
overall TRAPP project.)

Many continuous query applications do not need exact
answers, yet require quantitative guarantees regarding the
precision of approximate answers [YV00b]. For example,
managing complex computer networks requires tools that,
among other things, continually report the status of net-
work elements in real time,e.g., [DR01, vRB01]. Network
monitoring applications do not typically require exact an-
swers [vRB01]. Thus, our approach can be used to reduce
monitoring overhead by maintaining approximate synchro-
nization between distributed network elements and a cen-
tral monitoring station, while still providing quantitative
precision guarantees for the approximate answers reported.
As a second example, consider wireless sensor networks,
e.g., [EGPS01, KKP99, MF02, PK00], which enable con-
tinuous monitoring of environmental conditions such as
light, temperature, sound, vibration, structural strain, etc.
[MHSR02]. Since the battery life of miniature sensors is
severely limited, and radio usage is the dominant factor
determining battery life [MBC+01, PK00], it is crucial to
reduce the amount of data transmitted, even if a small in-
crease in local processing by the sensor is required [MF02].
Many applications that rely on sensor data can tolerate ap-
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proximate answers having a controlled degree of impreci-
sion [MBC+01], making our approach ideal for reducing
data transmission. Other examples with continuous queries
over distributed data that can tolerate a bounded amount
of imprecision include stock quote services, online auc-
tions, wide-area resource accounting, and load balancing
for replicated servers [YV00b].

1.1 Motivation and Overview of Approach

We focus on continuous queries that maintain aggregate
values over numeric (real) data objects that may be dis-
tributed across many data sources. Aggregation is com-
mon in continuous query environments, including in wire-
less sensor deployments, where individual sensor readings
are often combined [MF02], and in network monitoring,
where it is often necessary to aggregate measurements from
distributed network elements [DR01, vRB01]. The conven-
tional answer to an aggregation query is a single real value.
In TRAPP/CQ, we define abounded approximate answer
(hereafter calledbounded answer) to be a pair of real val-
uesL andH that define an interval[L, H ] in which the
precise answer is guaranteed to lie. Precision is quantified
as the width of the range(H − L), with 0 corresponding
to exact precision and∞ representing unbounded impre-
cision. A precision constraintfor a continuous query is a
user-specified constantδ ≥ 0 denoting a maximum accept-
able interval width for the answer,i.e., 0 ≤ H − L ≤ δ at
all times.

To provide guaranteed bounds[L, H ] as answers to con-
tinuous queries at all times, TRAPP/CQ requires cooper-
ation between data sources and a centralized cache where
queries are evaluated. Specifically, when a source refreshes
the cache’s value for a data objectO, rather than sending
the exact value ofO, the source sends abound[LO, HO].
The source guarantees that the actual value ofO will stay
in this bound, or if the value does exceed the bound then
the source will immediately send a new refresh.1 Thus, the
cache stores the bound[LO, HO] for each data objectO in-
stead of an exact value, and the cache can be assured that
the source (master) value ofO is within the bound. (We
assume that the time to refresh a bound is small enough
that the imprecision introduced is insignificant.) Contin-
uous queries are registered at the cache, and the cached
bounds are used to provide a continuous answer (or answer
on demand at any time), also expressed in terms of a bound.

Each continuous queryQ registered with the system has
an associated precision constraintδQ. We assume any num-
ber of arbitrary CQ’s with arbitrary individual precision

1Note that our algorithm does require some state and computa-
tion at the sources. It is widely predicted that next-generation net-
work monitoring devices [DR01, FDL+01] and “smart” wireless sensors
[EGPS01, KKP99] will have on-board computation capability. Since each
distributed sensor or network monitor typically maintains at most a few
values, only a small amount of state and computation is required.

constraints. The challenge is to ensure that at all times the
bounded answer to every continuous queryQ is of adequate
precision,i.e., has width at mostδQ, while minimizing to-
tal communication cost. As a simple example, consider a
single CQ requesting the average ofn data values at dif-
ferent sources, with a precision constraintδ. We can show
arithmetically that the width of the answer bound is the av-
erage of the widths of then individual input bounds. Thus,
one obvious way to guarantee the precision constraint is
to maintain a bound of widthδ on each of then objects.
Although this simple policy, which we calluniform alloca-
tion, is correct (the answer bound is guaranteed to satisfy
the precision constraint at all times), it is not generally the
best policy. To see why, it is important to understand the
effects of cached value bound width [OLW01]. A cached
bound that is narrow,i.e., H −L is small, enables continu-
ous queries to maintain more precise answers, but is likely
to incur more frequent refreshes. Conversely, a cached
bound that that is wide,i.e., H − L is large, requires fewer
refreshes but causes more imprecision in query answers.
Uniform allocation can perform poorly for the following
two reasons:

1. If multiple continuous queries are issued on overlap-
ping sets of objects, different bound widths may be
assigned to the same object. While we could simply
choose to maintain the narrowest bound, the higher
refresh cost may be wasted on all but a few queries.

2. Uniform bound allocation does not account for data
values that change at different rates. In this case, we
prefer to allocate wider bounds to data values that
change rapidly, and narrower bounds to the rest.

Our performance experiments that compare uniform
against nonuniform bound allocation policies provide
strong empirical confirmation of these observations.

Reason 2 above indicates that a good nonuniform bound
allocation policy depends heavily on the data change rates,
which are likely to vary over time, especially during the
long lifespan of continuous queries [MHSR02]. There-
fore, in addition to nonuniformity, we propose anadap-
tivepolicy, in which bound widths are adjusted continually
to match current conditions. Determining the best bound
width allocation at each point in time without incurring
excessive communication overhead is challenging, since it
would seem to require a single site to have continual knowl-
edge of data change rates across potentially hundreds of
distributed sources. Moreover, the problem is complicated
by reason 1 above: we may have many continuous queries
with different precision constraints involving overlapping
sets of data objects.

We have developed a low-overhead algorithm for setting
bound widths adaptively to reduce communication costs
while always guaranteeing to meet the precision constraints
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Figure 1: The TRAPP/CQ approach to approximate caching for continuous queries.

of an arbitrary set of registered CQ’s. The basic idea is as
follows. The cache shrinks the bound on each of its ap-
proximate data values continually over time, at a predefined
rate. The sources are aware of the shrink rate, so they can
maintain a mirror of the cached bounds and perform a re-
fresh whenever a bound no longer contains its correspond-
ing exact value (either because the object was updated or
the bound shrank too far). Assuming the bounds begin in
a state where all CQ precision constraints are satisfied (we
will guarantee this to be the case), shrinking bounds only
improves precision, so no precision constraint can become
violated. Periodically, when the bounds have all shrunk by
a certain degree, the cache takes the “leftover” width and
reallocates it to the objects it benefits the most, ensuring
all precision constraints remain satisfied. The cache then
notifies the corresponding sources of the bound width in-
creases.

The approach is illustrated in Figure 1. On the right
we see the sources, each of which stores the master value
for one or more objects, along with a bound for each ob-
ject that shrinks continually over time. Whenever a source
detects that an object’s bound no longer contains its ex-
act value, it recenters the bound around the current value,
using the same bound width, and notifies the cache via a
refresh message. The cache, shown on the left, maintains
a continually shrinking bound for each object that mirrors
the source bound at all times. The fact that bound shrink-
ing is performed simultaneously at both the cache and the
sources without explicit coordination is one key to achiev-
ing low communication overhead. An object’s bound is
only resized explicitly on occasion: the cache periodically
selects certain objects to increase their bounds and noti-
fies the corresponding sources via growth messages, as
shown in Figure 1. The cache uses selective growth to tune
the width allocation adaptively, the second crucial compo-

nent to achieving low communication overhead. The goal
is to guarantee individual precision constraints over arbi-
trary overlapping CQ’s, without using excessively narrow
cached approximations that would force unnecessary re-
freshes.

We provide a detailed description and mathematical jus-
tification of our bound width adjustment algorithm based
on continual shrinkage and periodic selective growth in
Sections 3 and 4. Then, in Section 5, we provide exper-
imental evidence that our approach significantly reduces
overall communication cost compared to a uniform alloca-
tion policy, on both synthetic and real data. Moreover, we
demonstrate that even in the presence of a large number
of overlapping continuous queries, TRAPP/CQ enables
a smooth tradeoff between precision and communication
cost.

2 Related Work

Our previous work in the TRAPP project [OLW01, OW00]
established the idea of using cached approximations and
queries with precision constraints to offer a smooth trade-
off between precision and performance in data caching en-
vironments. However, that work addressedone-timerather
than continuous queries, resulting in a very different ap-
proach. Specifically, [OW00] developed algorithms for
optimally combining approximate cached data with exact
source data to meet the precision requirement for a single
query at a single time. Follow-on work [OLW01] proposed
a technique for adjusting cached approximations to min-
imize the overall communication cost under a workload
of one-time queries like those in [OW00]. The approach
in [OLW01] exploits the property that for many one-time
queries, answer precision can be improved to acceptable
levels by accessing remote sources at query-time. In this
paper we focus on applications that require continuous an-
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swers to queries, and cannot tolerate the delay imposed by
accessing remote sources when the answer to a query is
requested. We propose a new technique for tuning the pre-
cision of cached approximations automatically and adap-
tively, minimizing communication cost while still main-
taining the ability to answer continuous queries directly
from the cache with adequate precision at all times.

In quasi copies[ABGMA88], cached approximations
are permitted to deviate from exact source values by con-
strained amounts, thereby bounding the level of impreci-
sion. However, this work does not address queries over
multiple data values, whose answer precision is a function
of the precision of the input values. We focus on aggrega-
tion queries and provide an algorithm for adjusting the rel-
ative precision of different cached approximations to mini-
mize the cost of meeting precision requirements for any set
of aggregation queries.

Recent work on reactive network monitoring [DR01]
addresses scenarios where users wish to be notified when-
ever the sum of a set of values from distributed sources
exceeds a prespecified critical value. In their solution each
source notifies a central cache whenever its value exceeds a
certain threshold, which can be either a fixed constant or a
value that increases linearly over time. The local thresholds
are set to guarantee that in the absence of notifications, the
cache knows that the sum of the source values is less than
the critical value. The thresholds in [DR01], which are
related to the bounds in our algorithm, are set uniformly
across all sources. Similarly, in [YV00b], which focuses
on bounded approximate values under symmetric replica-
tion, error bounds are allocated uniformly across all sites
that can perform updates. In contrast to these approaches,
we propose a technique in which bound widths are allo-
cated nonuniformly and adjusted adaptively based on re-
fresh costs and change rates, in order to reduce communi-
cation cost as much as possible.

Finally, in thedemarcation protocol[BGM92], sources
communicate among themselves to verify numerical con-
sistency constraints across sources. This approach could in
principle be applied to our setting: sources could renego-
tiate bound widths in a peer-to-peer manner with the goal
of reducing the frequency of cache refreshes. In many sce-
narios it may be impractical for sources to keep track of
the other sources involved in a continuous query (or many
continuous queries) and communicate with them directly,
and even if practical it may be necessary to contact multi-
ple peers before finding one with adequate “spare” bound
width to share. It seems unlikely that the overhead of inter-
source communication is warranted to potentially save a
single cache refresh. Furthermore, the bound width adjust-
ment algorithm in the demarcation protocol is not designed
for the purpose of minimizing cache refreshes, and it does
not accommodate multiple queries with overlapping query
sets.

3 Algorithm Description

In this section we describe our algorithm for adjusting
bound widths adaptively. Recall that our goal is to min-
imize communication costs while satisfying the precision
constraints of all queries at all times. We consider con-
tinuous queries that operate over any fixed subset of the
cached data values. (We do not consider selection pred-
icates over approximately cached values, and we assume
that all insertions and deletions are propagated immediately
to the cache.) Queries can perform any of the five standard
relational aggregation functions: COUNT, MIN, MAX,
SUM, and AVG. Of these, COUNT can always be com-
puted exactly in our setting, computing AVG reduces to
computing SUM once COUNT is known, and MIN and
MAX are symmetric. Therefore, from this point forward
we discuss primarily the SUM and MIN functions. (Note
that queries can request the value of an individual data ob-
ject by posing a SUM query over a single object.) For flex-
ibility we also allow objects to be weighted in SUM and
AVG queries, formalized in Section 3.1.

Each registered continuous queryQj specifies aquery
set Sj of objects and aprecision constraintδj. The
query setSj is a subset of a set ofn cached data objects
O1, O2, . . . , On. Each data objectOi has an exact value
Vi stored at a remote source and a bound[Li, Hi] of width
Wi = Hi−Li stored at the cache and mirrored at its source.
We must ensure:

1. For each objectOi, Li ≤ Vi ≤ Hi at all times.

2. For each continuous queryQj , the current answer
[L, H ] to Qj computed from the cached bounds for
the objects inSj satisfiesQj ’s precision constraint,
i.e., H − L ≤ δj at all times.

As described earlier, to ensure condition 1, the source is
responsible for noticing if the current valueVi becomes
outside of the current bound (see [OW00] for some dis-
cussion of efficient detection mechanisms), and sending a
refresh if so. During a refresh, the source sends a new
bound to the cache that has the same width as the old one
but is recentered around the current exact valueVi, so that
Vi − Li = Hi − Vi. Bounds shrink continually by default,
so condition 2 can be violated only when the cache explic-
itly grows certain bounds. Our bound growth algorithm
described below ensures that condition 2 remains valid at
all times.

When the cache sends a bound growth message for ob-
jectOi to its source, or the source sends a refresh message
to the cache, we model the cost as a known numerical con-
stantCi. (The possibility of batching growth messages or
refreshes for multiple objects at the same source is a topic
of future work.) The goal in setting and adjusting bound
widths is to minimize the total cost incurred while satisfy-
ing all precision constraints at all times. In the following
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Symbol Meaning

n number of cached data objects
Oi data object (i = 1 . . . n)
Vi exact source value of objectOi

[Li, Hi] cached bound for objectOi

Wi width of bound for objectOi (Wi = Hi − Li)
Ui pending width of bound for objectOi

Ci cache↔ source communication cost forOi

C overall communication cost
m number of registered continuous queries
Qj registered query (j = 1 . . . m)
Sj set of objects queried byQj

Ki,j weight of objectOi in queryQj

δj precision constraint of queryQj

T adjustment period (algorithm parameter)
S shrink percentage (algorithm parameter)
A acceleration constant (algorithm parameter)
N refresh window size (algorithm parameter)
Pi refresh period ofOi (based on lastN refreshes)
Bi burden score ofOi (computed everyT seconds)
Tj burden target ofQj (computed everyT seconds)
Di deviation ofOi (determines growth priority)

Table 1: Model and algorithm symbols.

two subsections, we describe our approach for SUM and
MIN queries, respectively.

For convenience, the symbols we have introduced and
others we will introduce later in this section are summa-
rized in Table 1.

3.1 SUM Queries

We first consider continuous queries that monitor the
weighted sum (or weighted average by extension) of a set
of data values. Say there arem such registered continuous
queriesQ1, Q2, . . . , Qm. For each queryQj, each object
Oi in Qj ’s query setSj may have an associated (positive or
negative) weightKi,j for the query. We letKi,j = 1 in the
absence of a specified weight. For notational convenience
let us sayKk,j = 0 for all objectsOk in the cache but not in
Qj ’s query set. Then the exact answer to SUM queryQj is∑

1≤i≤n Ki,j ·Vi, and our goal is to be able to continuously
compute an approximate answer from cached bounds that
is within Qj ’s precision constraintδj . Note that weighted
SUM queries are quite flexible,e.g., we can monitor the
difference between two values by using weights1 and−1.

Before presenting our general adaptive algorithm for
adjusting bound widths, we describe two simple cases in
which the bound width of certain objects should remain
fixed. First, consider an objectO that is involved only
in queries that simply request a bound on the value ofO
alone (SUM queries over one value). Then it suffices to
fix the bound width ofO to be the smallest of the pre-
cision constraints:Wi = min(δj) for queriesQj with
Sj = {O}. Second, for objects that are not included in

any currently registered query, the cached bound should be
fixed at[−∞,∞] so that the value is never refreshed. The
remainder of the objects, namely those that are involved in
at least one query over multiple objects, pose our real chal-
lenge.

To guarantee that all precision constraints are met, the
following constraint must hold for each queryQj (see Ap-
pendix A for a derivation):

∑
1≤i≤n

|Ki,j | ·Wi ≤ δj

In other words, the weighted sum (in absolute value) of
bound widths for each query must not exceed the precision
constraint. Initially, the bounds can be set in any way that
meets the precision constraint of every query,e.g., using a
simple greedy algorithm. Then, as discussed in Section 1.1,
our general strategy is to reallocate bound width adaptively
among the objects participating in each query. Realloca-
tion is accomplished with low communication overhead by
having bounds shrink continually over time and having the
cache periodically select one or more bounds to grow based
on current conditions. In Section 3.1.1 we describe the ex-
act way in which bounds are shrunk in our algorithm, and
then in Section 3.1.2 we describe when and how bounds are
grown.

3.1.1 Bound Shrinking

Every objectOi has a correspondingpending widthUi that
is maintained simultaneously at both the cache and source.
Initially Ui = Wi. Once every second (or other time unit,
but we will use seconds), ifOi is not refreshed during that
second, thenUi is decreased by settingUi := Ui·(1−S)·α,
whereS is a global parameter called theshrink percentage
andα is the acceleration factor, which we describe in a
moment. Ignoring theα term for now, the effect is to de-
crease the pending width by the fractionS every second.
Periodically, everyT seconds, the bound[Li, Hi] for Oi is
shrunk symmetrically at both the source and the cache by
settingLi = Li + Wi−Ui

2 andHi = Hi − Wi−Ui

2 . The
constantT is a global parameter called theadjustment pe-
riod. All adjustments to the bound width (decreases as well
as increases) occur at intervals ofT seconds. Note that re-
freshes can occur at any time but they simply reposition
bounds without altering the width, as discussed earlier.

The acceleration factor is defined asα =
min{ T

A·ti
, 1.0}, where A is a global parameter called

the acceleration constantand ti is the time elapsed (in
seconds) since the last refresh ofOi. The acceleration
factor serves to accelerate the rate of shrinking if no refresh
has occurred recently. The larger the valueA, the more
adaptive the algorithm. We will discuss good settings for
A and other algorithm parameters in Section 5.1.
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3.1.2 Bound Growing

EveryT seconds, when all the bounds shrink automatically
as described in the previous section, the cache selects cer-
tain bounds to grow instead. The first step in this process is
to assign a numericalburden scoreBi to each cached ob-
ject Oi. Conceptually, the burden score embodies the de-
gree to which an object is contributing to the overall com-
munication cost. It is computed asBi = Ci

Pi·Wi
, where

recall thatCi is the cost to refresh objectOi, andWi is the
width of the cached bound.Pi is Oi’s estimatedrefresh pe-
riod, computed as the average time interval betweenOi’s
N most recent refreshes, whereN is a parameter called the
refresh window size. The burden formula is fairly intuitive
since,e.g., a wide bound or long refresh period reducesBi.
The exact mathematical derivation is given in Section 4.

Once each object’s refresh period and burden score have
been computed, the second step is to assign a valueTj,
called theburden target, to each weighted SUM queryQj.
Conceptually, the burden target of a query represents the
lowest overall burden required of the objects in the query
in order to meet the precision constraint at all times. Ap-
pendix B describes how burden targets are computed based
on mathematical results derived later in Section 4. It turns
out that assigning burden targets requires solving a system
of m equations withT1, T2, . . . , Tm asm unknown quanti-
ties. As described in Section 5.4, we use an iterative linear
solver to assign burden targets efficiently.

Once a burden target has been assigned to each query,
the third step is to compute for each objectOi its deviation
Di:

Di = max{Bi −
∑

1≤j≤m

|Ki,j| · Tj , 0}

Deviation indicates the degree to which an object is “over-
burdened” with respect to the burden targets of the queries
that access it. To achieve low overall communication cost,
it is desirable to equally distribute the burden across all ob-
jects involved in a given query. We will justify this claim
mathematically in Section 4.

To see how we can even out burden, recall that the bur-
den score of objectOi is Bi = Ci

Pi·Wi
, so if the bound

[Li, Hi] were to increase in size,Bi would decrease.2

Therefore, the burden score of an overburdened object can
be reduced by growing its bound. Growth is allocated to
bounds using the following greedy strategy. Objects are
considered in decreasing order of deviation, so that the
most overburdened objects are considered first. (It is im-
portant that ties be resolved randomly to prevent objects
having the same deviation—most notably0—from repeat-
edly being considered in the same order.) When objectOi

is considered, the maximum possible amount by which the

2This reasoning relies onPi not decreasing whenWi increases, a fact
that holds intuitively and is discussed further in Section 4.

bound can be grown without violating the precision con-
straint of any query is computed as:

∆Wi = min
1≤j≤m|Oi∈Sj

δj −
∑

1≤k≤n |Kk,j | ·Wk

|Ki,j |
If ∆Wi = 0, then no action is taken. For each nonzero
growth value, the cache increases the width of the bound
for Oi symmetrically by settingLi = Li − ∆Wi

2 andHi =
Hi + ∆Wi

2 . The cache immediately sends a message to
objectOi’s source to inform it of the new bound width,
and the pending widthUi is reset toWi, as discussed in
Section 3.1.1.

In summary, the procedure for determining how much
to grow each cached bound is as follows. First, each object
is assigned a burden score based on its refresh cost, esti-
mated refresh period, and current bound width. Second,
each query is assigned a burden target by invoking an iter-
ative linear solver. Each object is then assigned a deviation
value based on the difference between its burden score and
the burden targets of the queries that access it. Finally, the
objects are considered in order of decreasing deviation, and
each objectOi is assigned the maximum possible bound
growth∆Wi when it is considered.

Let us consider the complexity of our bound growth al-
gorithm, which is executed once everyT seconds. Most of
the steps involve a simple computation per object, and the
objects must be sorted once. In the last step, to compute
∆Wi efficiently, the cache can continually track the dif-
ference (“leftover width”) between each query’s precision
constraint and the current answer’s bound width. Then for
each object we use the precomputed leftover width value
for each query over that object. We expect the iterative lin-
ear solver used to compute burden targets to dominate the
computation. In Section 5.4 we demonstrate the scalabil-
ity of the solver, and we verify that it requires only a small
fraction of the computing resources at the cache.

3.2 MIN Queries

We now consider MIN queries, and show that for the pur-
poses of bound width setting they can be treated as a col-
lection of SUM queries. Consider a MIN queryQj over
query setSj with precision constraintδj . First, we show
that if the bound for each objectOi ∈ Sj has width at most
δj , the precision constraint is always met. To see this fact,
observe that the answer[L, H ] = [min(Li), min(Hi)], and
it has widthH−L = min(Hi)−min(Li) ≤ Hk−min(Li),
for the upper boundHk of any objectOk ∈ Sj . If we
chooseOk to be the object with the lowest lower bound,
i.e., Lk = min(Li), we obtainH − L ≤ Hk − Lk. Thus,
if all bounds have width at mostδj , then the answer bound
has widthH − L ≤ δj .

We now show the converse: if the bound for some
Oi ∈ Sj has width greater thanδj , then the precision con-
straint cannot be guaranteed. To see this fact, consider an
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objectOi ∈ Sj whose value is far greater than the min-
imum value of the queried objects. It may seem safe to
assign a bound[Li, Hi] exceedingδj to Oi, as long asLi is
greater than the lowest lower bound, since[Li, Hi] will not
contribute to the answer bound. However, if the cache re-
ceives a refresh of one or more objects, causingLi to sud-
denly become the lowest lower bound andHi the lowest
upper bound, then the new answer bound has width greater
thanδj . Although this situation could be remedied by re-
questing a tighter bound forOi from its source, this proce-
dure would incur a delay during whichQj ’s answer bound
violates its precision constraint, breaking our requirement
of continuous precision for continuous queries. Therefore,
for a MIN queryQj , the bound for each queried object
must have width at mostδj at all times, and those widths
are guaranteed to uphold the precision constraint.

Based on the above observations, for the purposes of
bound width setting, a MIN queryQj with precision con-
straint δj over a set of objectsSj is equivalent to a set
of single-object queries over eachOi ∈ Sj with preci-
sion constraintδj for each. Since single-object queries are
SUM queries over one object with weight1, the techniques
in Section 3.1 can be applied to MIN queries without mod-
ification.

In summary, since AVG can be computed from SUM,
and MAX is symmetric to MIN, the Section 3.1 techniques
can be used for any workload consisting of a combination
of SUM, AVG, MIN, and MAX queries.

4 Mathematical Justification for Bound
Growth Strategy

In this section we use a mathematical model for the be-
havior of objects with cached bounds to justify the bound
growth allocation strategy presented in Section 3.1.2. We
model the behavior of objects with cached bounds as fol-
lows. For an objectOi whose exact valueVi varies with
time, we assume that the refresh periodPi is a function of
the bound widthWi = Hi − Li, and signify this relation-
ship by writingPi = Pi(Wi). Intuitively, when a bound is
narrow, the actual value is likely to exceed it more often and
therefore the refresh period will be short. Conversely, when
a bound is wide we expect the refresh period to be longer.
The precise relationship betweenWi andPi depends on the
behavior ofVi.

Since each refresh of objectOi incurs a costCi, we can
express the communication cost of the entire system as:

C =
∑

1≤i≤n

Ci

Pi(Wi)

If no continuous queries are registered, then zero cost can
be achieved by setting all bounds to[−∞,∞]. However,
as derived in Appendix A, each queryQj with weights

K1,j, K2,j , . . . , Kn,j and precision constraintδj imposes
the following constraint on the bound widths:

∑
1≤i≤n

|Ki,j | ·Wi ≤ δj

(Recall that we setKi,j = 0 for objectsOi /∈ Sj , and that
all queries can be treated as weighted SUM queries.) We
are now faced with the optimization problem of minimizing
the overall costC while satisfying the above constraint for
each ofm queriesQ1, Q2, . . . , Qm.

Unless the functionPi(Wi) is inversely proportional to
Wi, which is unlikely as discussed above, we are faced
with a nonlinear optimization problem with inequality con-
straints. Since such problems are very difficult to solve, we
decided to try treating the inequality constraints as equal-
ity constraints to get an idea of the form of the solution.
We can apply the method of Lagrange Multipliers [Ste91]
to minimizeC under a set ofm equality constraints of the
form: ∑

1≤i≤n

|Ki,j | ·Wi = δj

The solution [Ste91] has the property that there are a set of
m constantsλ1, λ2, . . . , λm such that for alli:

Ci ·
∂

∂Wi

(
1

Pi(Wi)

)
=

∑
1≤j≤m

|Ki,j | · λj

To evaluate the derivative we make the assumption that
the functionPi(Wi) has roughly the formPi(Wi) = Zi ·
(Wi)p, where eachZi is an arbitrary constant andp can
be any positive integer. For example, this model withp =
2 applies to data that follows a random walk pattern, as
shown in Appendix C. AssumingPi(Wi) roughly follows
this form, we can evaluate the partial derivative to obtain
the following expression:

Ci

Pi ·Wi
= M ·

∑
1≤j≤m

|Ki,j| · λj

whereM is a constant. Finally, let the burden targetTj =
M ·λj and recall that the burden scoreBi = Ci

Pi·Wi
, giving:

Bi =
Ci

Pi ·Wi
=

∑
1≤j≤m

|Ki,j| · Tj

According to this formula, we wantPi and Wi to be
set such that the burden scoreBi of each objectOi roughly
equals the weighted sum of the burden targets of all queries
overOi. Our algorithm described in Section 3 converges to
this state by monitoring the burden scores and increasing
Wi, and consequentlyPi as well, to decreaseBi when it
becomes significantly higher than the weighted sum of es-
timated targets.
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5 Experimental Validation

We evaluated our technique with a discrete event simulator
using one synthetic data set and two real-world data sets.
For the synthetic data set, we simulated ten sources and
generated data for one object per source following a ran-
dom walk pattern, each with a randomly-assigned step size.
We also gathered two real-world data sets, one from stock
market data and the other from network traffic data. For
the stock market data, we used the prices of100 randomly-
selected stock symbols as they varied during one month of
trading (December 1995). For the network traffic data, we
used publicly available traces of network traffic levels be-
tween hosts distributed over a wide area during a two hour
period [PF95]. For each host, the data values we use rep-
resent a one-minute moving window average of network
traffic every second, and we randomly selected200 hosts
as our simulated data sources.

In all of our experiments, we simulated both uniform
costs and nonuniform costs. In the latter, the costCi to send
a message between the cache and the source of each object
Oi was assigned randomly to an integer between1 and10.
The results for uniform and nonuniform costs were very
similar in all cases, so due to space constraints we show
results for uniform costs only. Query loads are introduced
in each section.

5.1 Parameter Settings

The first step in our experimentation was to determine good
settings for the four algorithm parametersT (adjustment
period),S (shrink percentage),A (acceleration constant),
andN (refresh window size). Due to space constraints we
simply state our findings, and note that in all cases we did
conclude that the algorithm is not highly sensitive to the
exact parameter settings. We experimented with all of our
data sets and with both uniform and nonuniform costs, and
found that the following settings worked well in general:
T = 10, S = 0.0013, A = 0.01, andN = 2.

5.2 Single Query

We now present our first experimental results showing the
effectiveness of our algorithm. We begin by considering
a simple case involving a single unweighted continuous
AVG query over all objects. (In all of our experiments we
use AVG instead of SUM to make the precision constraints
more intuitive. Recall that the same algorithm is used for
both.)

5.2.1 Comparison with Optimized Static Strategy

The goal of our first experiment is to show that our algo-
rithm converges on the best possible bound widths, given

3SettingS = 0.001 corresponds to a shrinkage rate of roughly1%
per second whenT = 10.

a steady-state data set. For this purpose, we used random
walk data, and we compared two unrealistic algorithms. In
the “idealized” version of our algorithm, messages sent by
the cache to sources instructing them to grow their bounds
incur no communication cost. Instead, only refresh costs
were measured, to focus on the bound width choices only.
We compared the overall refresh cost against the refresh
cost when bound widths are set statically using an opti-
mization problem solver, described next.

The nature of random walk data makes it possible to
simplify the problem of setting bound widths statically
to a nonlinear optimization problem. Recall from Sec-
tion 4 that the overall costC =

∑
1≤i≤n

Ci

Pi(Wi)
, where

Pi(Wi) is the refresh period as a function of the bound
width of Oi. In Appendix C, we derive an approxi-
mate formula for this function in the random walk case:
Pi(Wi) ≈ 1

(2·si)2
· (Wi)2, which depends on the step size

si. If the step sizes of all the objects are known, then a
good static bound width allocation can be found by solving
the following nonlinear optimization problem: minimize∑

1≤i≤n
Ci·(2·si)

2

(Wi)2
in the presence ofm constraints of the

form
∑

1≤i≤n|Oi∈Sj
Wi ≤ δj . (For nowm = 1, but in

Section 5.3.1 we experiment with the general case of larger
m.) While nonlinear optimization problems with inequal-
ity constraints are difficult to solve exactly, an approximate
solution can be obtained with methods that use iterative re-
finement. We used a package called FSQP [LZT97], iterat-
ing1000 times with tight convergence requirements, to find
static bound width settings as close as possible to optimal.

Figure 2 shows the results of comparing the idealized
version of our adaptive algorithm against the optimized
static allocation, under uniform costs. (As in all of our
experiments, the results for nonuniform costs are similar.)
The x-axis shows the precision constraintδ, and the y-axis
shows the overall cost per second. These results demon-
strate that our adaptive bound width setting algorithm con-
verges on bounds that are on par with those selected stat-
ically by an optimizer based on knowledge of the random
walk step sizes.

For reference, we also plot the cost ofexact caching, in
which all queried bounds have width zero and the cache
maintains an exact copy of each source value involved
in one or more queries. Clearly, the use of approximate
caching offers the potential for enormous performance ad-
vantages over exact caching. The less stringent the preci-
sion constraint of the query, the lower the cost of maintain-
ing the query answer at the cache. As we will see, subse-
quent experiments on more complex scenarios demonstrate
similar results.

5.2.2 Evaluation on Real-World Data

In our next experiment, to evaluate the effectiveness of our
algorithm in a realistic environment, we included all com-
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Figure 2: Ideal adaptive algorithm vs. optimized static al-
location, random walk data.
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Figure 3: Adaptive algorithm vs. static allocation, stock
market data.

munication messages in our measured cost and used real-
world data. Since the optimized static bound width alloca-
tion described in Section 5.2.1 relies on knowing the ran-
dom walk step size, it is not applicable to real-world data.
Assuming data update patterns are not known in advance,
the only obvious method of static allocation is to set all
bound widths uniformly.

The graphs in Figures 3 and 4 compare the overall cost
incurred by our adaptive algorithm compared to uniform
static allocation for stock market and network traffic data,
respectively. For the stock market data (Figure 3), the con-
tinuous query monitors the average stock price with preci-
sion constraintδ ranging from0 to 0.5 dollars per share.
For the network traffic data, the continuous query monitors
the average traffic level with precision constraintδ ranging
from 0 to 10× 103 packets per second. Our algorithm sig-
nificantly outperforms uniform static allocation for queries
that can tolerate a moderate level of imprecision (small to
medium precision constraints). For queries with very weak
precision requirements (large precision constraints), even
naive allocation schemes achieve low cost, and the slight
additional overhead of our algorithm causes it to perform
about on par with uniform static allocation.
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Figure 4: Adaptive algorithm vs. static allocation, network
traffic data.
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Figure 5: Ideal adaptive algorithm vs. optimized static al-
location, multiple queries.

5.3 Multiple Queries

We now describe our experiments with multiple continuous
queries having overlapping query sets.

5.3.1 Comparison with Optimized Static Strategy

Again using our random walk data set, we compared the
idealized version of our algorithm (in which bound growth
messages incur no cost) against the optimized static allo-
cation, as in Section 5.2.1. This time we used a workload
with five unweighted AVG queries whose query sets were
chosen randomly from the10 objects. The size of the query
sets was assigned randomly between2 and5, and the pre-
cision constraint of each query was randomly assigned a
value between0 andδmax , plotted on the x-axis. Figure 5
shows the result of these experiments. Again we see that
our algorithm converges adaptively on bound widths that
perform as well as those chosen statically by an optimizer
with knowledge of random walk step sizes.

5.3.2 Evaluation on Real-World Data

Next we measured multiple queries over real-world data.
As discussed in Section 1.1, uniform static bound alloca-
tion is inappropriate for multiple overlapping queries. Thus
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Figure 6: Adaptive algorithm vs. exact caching, multiple
queries, stock data.
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Figure 7: Adaptive algorithm vs. exact caching, multiple
queries, network data.

there is no obvious point of comparison other than exact
caching.

We used two different multiple query workloads in these
experiments. First, we measured a workload with five un-
weighted AVG queries, each over a randomly-chosen half
of the data objects (50 stock prices or100 network traffic
levels). Figures 6 and 7 show the results of our experiments
on this five-query workload for stock market and network
traffic data, respectively. As with all previous results re-
ported, the overall cost decreases rapidly as the precision
constraint is relaxed, offering significant performance gains
over exact caching.

As a final experiment, we measured a mixed workload
of 100 queries, of which25 were queries over an indi-
vidual object,50 were AVG queries with random weights
in [−1, 1] over a randomly-selected25% of the objects,
and the remaining25 were MIN queries over a randomly-
selected25% of the objects. For this workload, we length-
ened the adjustment periodT to 100 to reduce communi-
cation overhead. Figures 8 and 9 show the results for stock
market and network traffic data, respectively. These graphs
demonstrate that our algorithm is able to handle a large
query mix, with similar results as smaller uniform work-
loads.
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Figure 8: Adaptive algorithm vs. exact caching, mixed
workload, stock data.
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Figure 9: Adaptive algorithm vs. exact caching, mixed
workload, network data.

5.4 Scalability

The critical component of our algorithm in terms of scala-
bility is the linear system solver used to compute query bur-
den targets (Section 3.1.2 and Appendix B). Recall that as-
signing burden targets requires solving a system ofm equa-
tions with T1, T2, . . . , Tm asm unknown quantities. Be-
cause solving this system of equations exactly at run-time
is likely to be very expensive, we find an approximate solu-
tion by representing the equations as anm by (m + 1) ma-
trix and running an iterative solver until it converges within
a small errorε. We use a publicly-available iterative solver
package calledLASPack[Ska96], although many alterna-
tives exist. Note that the matrix tends to be quite sparse,
since whenever the query setsSx andSy of two queries
Qx andQy are disjoint, the corresponding matrix entry is
0. For this reason, along with the fact that we can tune the
number of iterations, burden target computation using an
iterative linear system solver should scale well.

To test the scalability of our algorithm to a large num-
ber of queries, we generated two sets of workloads consist-
ing of AVG queries over the network traffic data (results
for stock market data were nearly identical). In one set
of workloads, each query is over a randomly-selected5%
(10) of the data objects. In the second set of workloads,
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Figure 10: Scalability of linear system solver.

each query is over25% (50) of the data objects, resulting
in a much higher degree of overlap among queries. Varying
the number of queriesm, we measured the average running
time on a Linux workstation with a700 MHz Pentium III
processor. We set the error tolerance for the LASPack it-
erative solver small enough that no change in the effective-
ness of our overall algorithm could be detected. Figure 10
shows the fraction of available processing time used by the
linear solver when it is invoked once every100 seconds
(whenT = 100). Allocating bound growth to handle1000
queries over25% of the data requires only around1.5% of
the processor time at the cache.

6 Summary

We specified and mathematically justified an adaptive algo-
rithm used in TRAPP/CQ to achieve low communication
cost under dynamically changing conditions, given a work-
load consisting of a large number of continuous queries
with precision constraints over distributed source data. Our
algorithm keeps the precision of all queries within permit-
ted levels at all times, finding a low-cost solution by contin-
ually adjusting the relative allocation of imprecision among
approximately cached objects: cached precision bounds
shrink by default, and the cache periodically selects cer-
tain bounds to grow instead. TRAPP/CQ enables users
or applications to trade precision for lower communication
cost at a fine granularity by individually adjusting the pre-
cision constraints of continuous queries. This feature con-
trasts with traditional approaches, which either provide ex-
act precision at high cost or unbounded imprecision at low
cost.

To validate our technique, we performed a number of
experiments over both synthetic and real-world data. We
demonstrated that for a steady-state scenario our algorithm
converges on bound widths that perform on par with those
selected statically using an optimization problem solver
with knowledge of data update behavior. We also showed
that in the case of a single continuous query, our algorithm
significantly outperforms a rival technique in which bound
widths are allocated uniformly. Finally, we tested our algo-

rithm with multiple continuous queries, a scenario in which
uniform allocation does not apply, and demonstrated that
our algorithm is consistently effective and offers a smooth
tradeoff between precision and low communication cost.
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A Derivation of Constraint Formula

We now derive the constraint formula given in Section 4. The bound[L, H ] on the answer to a weighted sum queryQj is
computed from the weightKi,j associated with each objectOi along with its cached bound[Li, Hi]. The lowest possible
weighted sumL occurs when the values of objects with a positive weight are as small as possible and the values of objects
with a negative weight are as large as possible. In other words, wheneverKi,j ≥ 0, the sum lower bound hasVi = Li,
and wheneverKi,j < 0, the sum lower bound hasVi = Hi. The converse holds for the weighted sum upper boundH .
Therefore, a tight bound on the weighted sum answer is:

[L, H ] =




 ∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j≥0

Ki,j · Li +
∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j<0

Ki,j ·Hi


 ,


 ∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j≥0

Ki,j ·Hi +
∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j<0

Ki,j · Li







which can be rewritten as:

[L, H ] =




 ∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j≥0

|Ki,j | · Li −
∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j<0

|Ki,j | ·Hi


 ,


 ∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j≥0

|Ki,j| ·Hi −
∑

1≤i≤n|Ki,j<0

|Ki,j | · Li







The answer bound width isH − L, which using the second formula above simplifies to
∑

1≤i≤n |Ki,j | · (Hi − Li).

B Burden Target Computation

We describe how to compute the burden targetTj for each queryQj, given the burden scoreBi of each objectOi. Recall
from Section 3.1.2 that conceptually the burden target for a query represents the lowest overall burden required of the
objects in the query in order to meet the precision constraint at all times. For motivation consider first the special case
involving a single unweighted sum queryQk over every objectO1, . . . , On with all weightsKi,k = 1. In this scenario,
the goal for adjusting the burden scores simplifies to that of equalizing them (Section 4), soB1 = B2 = · · · = Bn = Tk.
Therefore, given a set of burden scores that may not be equal, a simple way to guess at an appropriate burden targetTk is
to take the average of the current burden scores,i.e., Tk = 1

n ·
∑

1≤i≤n Bi. In this way, objects having higher than average
burden scores will be given high priority for growth to lower their burden scores, and those having lower than average
burden scores will shrink by default, thereby raising their burden scores. On subsequent iterations, the burden targetTk

will be adjusted to be the new average burden score. This overall process results in convergence of the burden scores.
We now generalize to the case of multiple weighted queries over different sets of objects. Letθi,j represent the portion

of objectOi’s burden score corresponding to queryQj so that
∑

1≤k≤m θi,k = Bi. For each object/query pairOi/Qj,
we can expressθi,j in terms ofBi, which is known, and theθ values for the other queries overOi, which are unknown:
θi,j = Bi −

∑
1≤k≤m,k 6=j θi,k. Taking the averageθ∗,j value for queryQj across all queried objectsOi ∈ Sj , weighted

appropriately, we haveTj = 1
|Sj | ·

∑
1≤i≤n|Oi∈Sj

θi,j

|Ki,j | . If we substitute our expression forθi,j and replace each occurrence

of θi,k by |Ki,k| · Tk for all k 6= j, we arrive at the following expression:

Tj =
1
|Sj |

·
∑

1≤i≤n|Oi∈Sj


 Bi

|Ki,j|
−

∑
1≤k≤m,k 6=j

|Ki,k|
|Ki,j |

· Tk




This result is a system ofm equations withT1, T2, . . . , Tm asm unknown quantities, which can be solved using a linear
solver package.

C Refresh Period for Random Walk Data

We derive an expression for the expected refresh periodPi(Wi) as a function of the bound widthWi for an objectOi that
changes according to a random walk pattern. In the random walk model, aftert steps of sizesi, the probability distribution
of the value is a binomial distribution with variance(si)2 · t [GKP89]. Chebyshev’s Inequality [GKP89] gives an upper
bound on the probabilityP that the value is beyond any distancek from the starting point:P ≤ t · ( si

k )2. If we letk = Wi

2 ,
treat the upper bound as a rough approximation, and solve fort whenP = 1, we obtaint ≈ 1

(2·si)2
· (Wi)2, which is

roughly the expected refresh period, soPi(Wi) ≈ 1
(2·si)2

· (Wi)2. In relation to our general expression in Section 4, for

random walksZi = 1
(2·si)2

andp = 2.
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